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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper reviews context-awareness and information security-related issues of mobile and wearable 

computing devices from the point of view of a person’s security and identity. The important features that 

extend capability and usability of mobile and wearable computing devices when used as a critical part of 

one’s life are brought to light. The paper also sheds light on security and identity-related issues of mobile 

and wearable computing devices that inherit the functionality of computational mechanism. The 

overlooked issues of the context-awareness in relation to the properties of mobile and wearable 

computing devices are also part of this review paper.  

 

Keywords: Mobile computing, wearable computing, context-awareness, information security, mobile and 

wearable computing devices, review 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Context-awareness is basically a recognition of location. The behavior of Mobile and Wearable 

Computing Devices (MWCDs) may change when they have the property of context-awareness. 

Context-awareness can be defined as a sub-category of artificial intelligence where a kind of sense is 

formed in technological equipment that acts per the environmental change or behavior. The discussion of 

context-awareness seems to be very interesting even for a naive user because MWCDs have become a 

part of our life.  

 

When this property of context-awareness is interconnected with MWCDs, the result comes out to be great. 

Results are not judged just for amusement, but they are judged as per the functionality they perform for a 

human being. Nowadays, mobile computing devices are much more common as compared to wearable 

devices. Whereas, several wearable computing devices are being used for amusement, medical and 

healthcare purposes (Calvo et al., 2016; Mistry & Maes, 2009; Swan, 2012). 
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CONTEXT AWARENESS 

 

Context is something which discusses the information related to something. Though the term 

context-awareness is new as compared to mobile computing devices, if we talk about wearable devices, 

those devices are as discussed are context-aware devices (Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010; Ye et al., 2014). We have 

also observed a huge advancement towards the characteristics of MWCDs (Oliva & Torralba, 2007; Ryan, 

1997). The advancement has been made for facilitating individuals considering the need as well as for 

entertainment purposes. But the same technology change and invention in terms of technology can be 

used for amusement or as a necessary part (Prekop & Burnett, 2003).  

 

Context-awareness is mainly associated with MWCDs and the fact is that the concept is well merged with 

these devices (Oliva & Torralba, 2007). The concept of context-awareness gets much more attention 

when associated with a device which is not always at the same location. What a naive user who does not 

have any knowledge about the technology change thinks about a computing device is to use without 

noticing any change in behavior but when the context-awareness is discussed, the concept changes totally. 

What if someone tells about a device to respond to the location change and act accordingly and 

effectively? It would be great not to have a static behavior by the device. The computing device has a 

kind of sense and acts accordingly. Devices which have the capability of context-awareness can assume 

about the situation of the user (Prekop & Burnett, 2003).  

 

The simplest example that can be given to this feature is a mobile device which is automatically set on 

silent when it detects the location of a meeting room. Also, the context-awareness concept gets important 

when a user finds relevant information retrieval as per the location (Oliva & Torralba, 2007). 

Context-awareness is usually used in mobile and wearable devices as a necessary and optional part 

(Mistry & Maes, 2009; Ye et al., 2014).  

 

When we discuss the concept of context-awareness, we notice there are several contexts one of which is 

human level context and other is physical environment context (Prekop & Burnett, 2003; Ryan, 1997). 

The two contexts are discussed below. 

 

Human factor related context 

Human factor related contexts are those which are related to humans. They are categorized into three 

subcategories. 

 

• Habitual and emotional information 

• Social Interactions 

• General Tasks and Goals 
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Physical environment context 

Physical environment contexts are those which are related to location and physical atmosphere or change. 

The three subcategories of physical environment context are: 

 

• Absolute or relative position 

• Performance depending upon location 

• Noise or information about light or air etc. 

 

The most famous and important aspect of context-awareness is location identification. The identification 

provides us with the benefit of using the services depending upon the location. Several reminders and 

actions depending upon a specific location can be set for getting the effective outcome (Schmidt, Beigl, & 

Gellersen, 1999). Also, it should be noticed that context-awareness is also associated with sending 

information like MAC, IP or a serial number like information. Context-awareness is associated with the 

concept of having information and using when required at a specific time. Handling protocol of 

context-awareness is going to be designed with scenario that different devices on different locations 

behave differently. Like the actions and reactions be changed for a device when it is at a specific location 

and switches to another when being at another location. 

 

 

CONTEXT-AWARE SERVICES 

 

Context-awareness is the concept that not only provides us with location identification but also provides 

several other data to use when required. The data may be related to device personal information as well as 

the data related to the device (Ryan, 1997; Schmidt, Beigl, & Gellersen, 1999). 

 

With the help of context-awareness services, we can identify the lost device which can be a mobile or any 

wearable device (Ye et al., 2014). The identification can be made about the port it is connected. Also, the 

scenario must be considered when the port number or serial number can be identified and the device may 

be located. When the device which is responsible for being connectivity of the device is identified then it 

may be located (Schmidt, Beigl, & Gellersen, 1999). 

 

Context-awareness makes a device react and respond intelligently and hence comes out to be a perfect 

helper of a user (Ryan, 1997). 

 

 

MOBILE COMPUTING 

 

Mobile computing devices are those devices which are widely used in today world. The reason of being 

used widely is the attribute of mobility. Though there are several other gadgets and technology equipment 
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to be taken to anywhere, the attribute of always being connected with mobility comes out to be the perfect 

package. Mobile computing devices have a mechanism of being connected to the network and that makes 

those devices an important part of a person’s life (Johnson & Maltz, 1996). Whenever the embedment of 

technology and mobility has been made, the outcome has always been extraordinary. Here the discussion 

may be started about the devices being used in the medical field but let us stay focused on mobile 

computing for a little bit.  

 

Mobile computing evolution started not more than 15 or 20 years ago. Before that time, the mobile 

computing had so many limitations. The network related limitations may be discussed too (Johnson & 

Maltz, 1996). But before the evolution, just the communication medium was discussed without discussing 

the mobility factor. But as the evolution started mobile computing came out to be the hottest topic 

throughout the world. Now it is noticeable that such devices are very common and is seen everywhere.  

 

What result do we get when such devices get extra functionality and they do much more than just being a 

communication medium? Can they provide extra performance? Are they more useful when used only for 

communication medium which is a voice call or messaging in a sense? The answers to these questions are 

easy. There has always been an evolution of getting maximum output from a device making it much more 

portable with extra functionality. Sometimes two different types of technology gadgets have been 

summed together i.e. projector in a cell phone or heartbeat sensor in a mobile device (Swan, 2012). 

Though they extend the functionality but maybe not accurate as a combination when the secondary 

function is added with the primary function. Here the discussion may seem to be revolving around mobile 

phones only rather than mobile computing devices which perform extra functionality than a simple voice 

call (Johnson & Maltz, 1996). 

 

When the technology of mobile computing device starts, here the transfer during a normal usage is 

discussed. And the transfer means the computer. When we discuss mobile computing devices that do not 

mean that we are just trying to discuss or assuming a simple screen responding to our actions, that means 

that we need to understand its structure. Mobile computing comprises of hardware, software, and 

communication medium. That makes it a complete package. When discussion about communication, we 

observe that the communication points, transfer protocols, formats of data and technology-related 

information regarding communication are discussed and observed. Hardware as easily understood is 

mobile or computing devices that fall under the category of mobile computing device. The software 

focuses on the characteristics of the application on the software level. 

 

MOBILE COMPUTING PRINCIPLES 

 

When going through the topic of mobile computing, we must understand and discuss the principles of 

mobile computing so that it may be easy to relate the topic to technology. Principles define the 

characteristics of something (Nakajima, 2003).  
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• Connectivity discusses the medium of transfer and quality of service. When we need to have the 

outcome, which is expected and idealized then we must discuss this principle as the maintaining of 

connectivity and the data rate is a most important issue. Without quality of network and data 

transfer in terms of mobility factor that is associated with mobile computing, the optimal idealized 

results cannot be achieved. 

• Interactivity discusses the connectivity factor in advance and focuses on the interconnectivity of 

nodes that are responsible for data transfer. Without nodes being connected with each other, the 

data transfer of mobile computing may not work as expected. 

• Individual aspect in terms of context information related to the device information is necessary. It is 

required to have a uniqueness to communicate and utilize its services as desired. 

• Portability is the important aspect of carrying at a certain location when required. Though the issues 

and challenges which shall be discussed later but mentioning the limitations of battery power 

consumption are necessary. The limitations do exist but the device should make mobility possible 

when required. 

 

 

MOBILE AND WEARABLE DEVICES 

 

When we start our discussion about mobile computing devices, we have discussed the devices and their 

principles. Still, we have not related mobile computing devices with the context-awareness. Also, the 

discussion about relating wearable devices with context-awareness has not been done. The most 

important part which discusses issues and challenges regarding usage of mobile and wearable devices 

needs to be started. But first, let us discuss several wearable devices that fall under this category so that it 

may be easy to start our discussion regarding issues and challenges. 

 

When we discuss mobile computing devices, we see those parts as an individual and independent part. 

They do not relate to the human as its part. Also, the device falls outside of human’s boundary (Figure 1). 

But the wearable devices behave like a part of a human. They do not behave like an outer part. Yes, in 

some cases few devices per some critics may fall under this category still not behaving like the human 

itself being a part of the body. But surely those devices do come under computing devices with the 

technology of context-awareness (Mistry & Maes, 2009; Nakajima, 2003).  
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Fig. 1: Boundaries of humans and mobile and wearable devices 

 

 

If the discussion revolves about wearable devices, then some more products may be added in the list but 

the discussion is about wearable devices which are also computing devices. 

 

Let us discuss and see what type of wearable devices we have: 

 

• Activity Trackers: One of the famous wearable devices is activity tracker. As name shows, it tracks 

the activity of a person. It is also called fitness tracker. Such devices perform computation for the 

user and create history for his/her data. Also, such devices when connected with a connectivity 

medium store data of a user and use for later reference. Activity tracker becomes a part of the 

human body when a person is doing some activity. Activity tracker keeps on recording user’s data. 

Such fitness tracker may record user’s data regarding calories information, distance covered, sleep 

data or heartbeat data. Several types of health and activity data are recorded (Calvo et al., 2016). 

Such devices may be linked or connected with a phone, laptop or another medium for storing the 

history for later use or referencing (Mistry & Maes, 2009).  

• Apple Watch/Samsung Gear: Another type of wearable devices is watches that are manufactured by 

Samsung and Apple. Several kinds of fitness and health-related capabilities are included in such 

watches (Calvo et al., 2016). Such watches also have the capability of behaving like a mobile 

device hence performing complex data collection regarding a user’s activity. Those watches when 

linked and connected transfer all user-related data to the server for further use or reference. Also, 

those watches perform multiple functionalities as compared to activity trackers which are tracking 

the fitness or activity related data. Such advance watches may perform several functions like radio 

playing, gameplay, contains speakers, card functions and much more. Also, such advance watches 

may have the functionality of compass, GPS, maps, scheduler (Ye et al., 2014). 

• Computer-mediated Reality: Wearable device or a mobile device when used with the combination of 

what has already been on the site with the perception is called computer-mediated reality. A king of 

eye tap device is used in this. This wearable device computes what it is designed for and the 

perception mixed with reality gives the optimal outcome as desired (Kassner, Patera, & Bulling, 

2014; Nakajima, 2003). 
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• Eye Tap: When we observe how an eye works, we observe that focusing on various areas help us 

zooming or focusing on the specific distance. Eye tap is worn as part of the glasses which perform 

recording as well as the computer-generated scene that is available with the reality what an eye is 

already seeing (Kassner, Patera, & Bulling, 2014; Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010). By changing the focus, 

one may focus on the screen that is provided by Eye Tap. The previous category which is mediated 

reality may also be linked and used with this technology providing and making it easy for one to use. 

Also, capturing what an eye is seeing is made possible with advanced technology which seemed to 

be impossible before some time. But side effects of such device may not be ignored one of which is 

a headache and difficulty in sleep due to its focus level (Ye et al., 2014). 

• Google Glass: A computer which is controllable with voice commands and behaves like hands-free 

(Albanesius, 2012). It is the technology of today’s age just like we discussed earlier. It has three 

main attributes which are a touchpad, camera, and display screen. It can also record videos and 

capture photos (Cicero et al. 2015). 

• Golden I: Another wearable device which responses to head movement and voice commands. The 

purpose of this wearable device is to use functionalities of the computer but without using hands. It 

surely provides effectiveness as it responds with head movements and voice control commands. 

Several applications like media player, browser, phone dialer and other core functionalities can be 

performed with this wearable device (Hashem et al. 2010). 

• GPS Watch: This is the wearable device which is used to keep track of footprints. It also keeps 

tracks of user’s activity information like the device discussed before. It maintains the information 

regarding distance, speed and other related information. It is commonly used in sports and contains 

several purposes like logging data, to be used during fitness, location information, and navigation 

(Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010). 

• Heart Rate Monitor: It is a device which records heart rate for further reference and use. When 

discussing mobile phones and realizing their primary function as calling, whenever a call is being 

initiated everything else is paused or suspended for a while. The primary function and focus always 

remain on call. A heart rate monitor records heart rate with much more accuracy than any other 

gadget whose primary function is something else. It records and responds when required being on a 

wrist for example (Hashem et al. 2010). 

• Skully: Just like any other wearable device, it is like a helmet and controllable through voice 

commands. The user can view back camera by activating through voice command. 

 

GENERAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH MOBILE AND WEARABLE DEVICES 

 

When discussing MWCDs, one may notice several issues and challenges that come with the advanced 

technology of wearable devices and they cannot be ignored. 

 

It is true that the advantages of few wearable computable devices are unavoidable but here we must 

compare the issues and challenges with the advantages. We should observe the plus points that we get 
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with the negative points or let us say drawbacks. There are several issues and challenges related to mobile 

and wearable devices some of which are generally associated with mobile phones only (Schneegass et al., 

2015). But, it must be understood that issues and challenges related to other wearable computing devices 

are still there but because of the fact of not being used widely or commonly, those issues and challenges 

are not discussed as happen with mobile computing devices (Kušen & Strembeck, 2017; Weiser, 1993). 

 

Battery power consumption issue 

The first drawback that comes to mind and what everyone feels right away from the start is the limited 

power consumption. There is a constant effort for the betterment of battery power extension. MWCDs do 

not have unlimited power and because of the fact of being a portable and mobile device, the power 

consumption gets much more importance.  

 

There are few wearable computing and mobile devices that have quite a longer battery than of normal 

battery but still, there are limitations (Hashem et al. 2010; Swan, 2012). Few devices are small in shape 

and one may think they require less battery but when connectivity and data transfer is discussed, the 

battery does not last long. Wearable and mobile computing devices have the attribute of connectivity and 

require connecting to a medium for which it requires a longer battery. 

 

Let us consider about a device that is performing as required and recording data but when it requires data 

transfer, the power consumption issue rises and due to limited power, it could not transfer data (Weiser, 

1993). Because the connection is always there but transmitting of data may take place later when data is 

gathered and consolidated (Weiser, 1993). So, this problem exists and is highlighted when discussion 

revolves around MWCDs issues.  

 

Power consumption issue 

Battery power consumption comes with another issue related to power consumption and sources. There 

must be fast charging for such devices. There is no need of a device having longer acceptable battery 

timing if it takes a longer time to charge. Suppose if battery timing of a device is five hours and it takes 

five hours to charge then it still is a drawback. The reason for this issue getting more important is that 

everything is dependent upon few important attributes and battery power consumption is one of those 

issues (Hashem et al. 2010).  

 

There is a functionality to deal with such issues in several wearable and computing is a state of sleep. The 

device goes to the sleep state if it realizes that it does not require being in the awake state. Still, it 

performs its functionality at the background by not being active in the foreground. Such functionality can 

easily be noticed in mobile devices where devices go to a sleep state still perform all tasks at the backend. 

Also, there is explicitly some limitations can be imposed on few devices about when and which 

functionality they should use but still battery power consumption is an issue (Mistry & Maes, 2009; 

Weiser, 1993). 
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Heating issue 

Another issue that is faced when we discuss mobile and wearable devices is a heating problem 

(Schneegass et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2014). Due to power consumption, a device may face a normal heat up 

but here discussion revolves around overheating. And overheating surely leads to another issue which is 

battery power consumption. Battery’s power is used for excessive work and devices at the end get heat up. 

Also, few devices which are prone to environmental change may face difficulty in the calculation of data 

in some cases. Consider a scenario where a wearable device must calculate data with a temperature of the 

atmosphere but that device gets overly heat up, the data may not be accurate as expected (Ye et al., 2014). 

 

Connectivity issue 

As discussed, the battery power consumption issues or all the issues related to limited battery power, 

there is another issue on top of the list and that is a connectivity problem. That is not a problem in a sense 

but a limitation and challenge. Several devices after all the calculation submit its data to the network or 

server for which it requires to be near to a connectivity medium (Bannon, 2006). The device requires 

being closer to a connectivity medium to transmit the data. Few devices may get a resolution to this issue 

by syncing. They may sync the data when they connect to a connectivity medium but when data is 

gathered then to use as a history or later use, the data must be transmitted. There is a limitation of being 

closer to a connectivity medium so that data may be transmitted for further processing. But let us consider 

the devices being used in medical field and those devices require transmitting of data then the issue gets 

worse. There is a need for continuous connectivity required. Also, if a wearable device related to medical 

has a function of transmitting data or sending information upon a specific event that cannot take place 

without a constant connectivity (Ye et al., 2014). 

 

Domain related issues 

Another problem which is noticeable is that there is no any specific domain of wearable devices 

(Schneegass et al., 2015). Like mobile computing devices have a domain and all the protocols but this is 

not the case with wearable computing devices (Bannon, 2006; Swan, 2012). One device is for amusement 

while other is being used in medical field. There is no definition which sets wearable technology. 

 

Privacy issue 

When using any type of technology, the digital footprints are always there and there is a protocol of not 

being worried about a legally permissible amount of information or identity information. But there is 

huge information which must not be shared with everyone. Also, there may be that information which 

may not affect one, but still a person does not want that information to be public. But commonly the issue 

revolves around the information that is explicitly attacked or stolen (Bannon, 2006). 
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Identity and information theft issue 

The issue of identity or information theft has become worse and important as well during past years. And 

the main reason is the data transfer that several devices intend to transfer as functionality. Also, the issue 

gets more importance when specifically discussed in the domain of mobile phones. The reason has 

already been discussed of widely and commonly being used the device. Also, mobile devices like several 

other devices have an attribute of always being connected with the connectivity medium and transmitting 

the data (Randell & Muller, 2002). 

 

Security issues related to devices have been under view for several years and no permanent solution to 

those issues has been found yet (Bauer et al. 2002). Taking the example of security and information theft 

in the domain of mobile computing devices, we notice that there is a constant war between hackers and 

the technology makers. Hackers do try to steal personal information of users which can be used for 

amusement or for other purposes. Security just focuses on no authorization access to the data (Bannon, 

2006). If an authorized person or device is accessing the data, then there is no issue so prevention of 

unauthorized access is a must. Though there is a prevention mechanism available in almost all devices, 

still the threat is there (Kušen & Strembeck, 2017; Randell & Muller, 2002). 

 

ISSUE CATEGORIZATION OF MOBILE AND WEARABLE COMPUTING DEVICES 

 

When categorizing the issues and challenges regarding wearable devices we may discuss several issues 

but understanding the fact several devices have a different kind of usage, unlike mobile phones whose 

main function has been defined (Bauer et al. 2002; Ye et al., 2014). We saw the usage of a device in the 

medical field and on the other hand, we found another device being used for amusement purposes. But 

mainly if we focus on the issues and challenges available in mobile and wearable devices, then we may 

categorize those issues as follows: 

 

• Communication-related issues and challenges 

• Information security issues and challenges 

• Interface related issues and challenges 

• Issues regarding size and battery power consumption 

• Issues regarding interface 

 

There can be several scenarios of privacy problem. It is also the responsibility of the developer of the 

program to implement functionalities which may help in blocking identity and information theft. There 

may be implemented a high-level encryption system which encrypts the data before transfer (Bauer et al. 

2002; Schneegass et al., 2015). Also, at the other end when data is received, the algorithm is available to 

decrypt the information. In this way, if data is lost at some point, then the data is not readable but still, 

several hackers try to decrypt the data. 
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The other issue related to the interface can be discussed with another issue which is an issue of size. The 

issue is not noticeable when laptops, tablet PC or a mobile phone is discussed which have an interface to 

interact showing several options and multitasking is a feature. But when the discussion goes to other 

devices like fitness bands then it is noticeable that the interface is not available (Randell & Muller, 2002). 

There is just a display available to several devices still performing a complex task. Something must be 

done for making it easy for using several features that a device performs. Also, another issue which has 

already been discussed is heating up and power consumption issue, we notice that though in larger 

devices it may be justified, on smaller devices, the issue of being heat up is there. 

 

It must be noticed that the ad hoc nature of connectivity infrastructure in the pervasive environment is 

prone to issues that exist and the solution to those problems is still awaited. Also, the trust must be built 

within pervasive environment because connectivity issues lead to information or data theft which is 

sensitive in this case when one’s personal data or information exists there in the domain of transfer. 

 

The domain of information security is huge. Information security may have several parameters in terms of 

information theft (Randell & Muller, 2002). A user has several kinds of information and personal data on 

a mobile phone and a person always wishes to protect the data. Mobile phones are most commonly used 

devices among all communication devices today. Also, several wearable devices relate and work with 

mobile phones to perform their functionality (Kušen & Strembeck, 2017). 

Taking the example of the Android phone when a user installs an application, a pop-up is displayed 

informing about the application’s demand. An application may require some resources to perform its 

functions and it requires for user’s permission to access those resources. A user grants the access of 

device without noticing about the grant the application is demanding. The application may steal the 

information from a mobile phone if it is made for this purpose. A user must not permit the application for 

using something which an application does not require. Also, there must be secure routing of information 

through a connectivity medium and if required, the encryption can be used to avoid any problem. 

 

RECDROID AND INFORMATION SECURITY 

 

When discussing Android phones, it is noticeable that during installation application demands for access 

to several parts of the device. Without noticing a user permits the access and if the application is made for 

stealing the information, we ourselves have permitted it to do so. Also, it must be noticed that during 

installation of a game, the grant is sometimes demanded user call logs which are illogical because a game 

must not concern about call logs or any such information (Rashidi & Fung, 2015). Also, a simple 

application which is something to do with weather demands access to messaging services. Here comes the 

scenario of user’s guidance as it is easy to avoid several security threats just by guiding a user. A user 

must prevent itself and its device from allowing the data theft. 
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RecDroid is an Android application security framework which makes it possible for a user to avoid such 

accesses that an application demands. In simple words, the data and reviews of experts are gathered. 

Those reviews are then used for a naive user to guide through an installation process. The user is guided 

then which application to grant what type of access. Here the information is pushed to the client for 

deciding whether an application is safe to install or not (Rashidi & Fung, 2015). When an application asks 

for permission of using specific resources of a mobile phone, this framework helps him/her in decision 

making. This framework works with an expertise algorithm using transitional Bayesian inference model. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

As discussed, the context-awareness issues and challenges regarding MWCDs, we noticed that several 

issues and challenges are associated with advantages. There are issues about which the discussion has 

been made along with the important issue of information and data security. Strong measures must be 

taken to avoid those issues to get the desired outcome. There must be a safe environment and 

technology-improvement, so that safe data transfer along with other issues regarding communication and 

interface may be resolved. 

 

Though there have been so many advancements in terms of a person’s personal grooming and amusement 

with the usage of new devices, still the threat of information theft along with several other issues still 

needs a resolution. Context-awareness with the capability of making devices behave per other scenarios 

like the change in location and other technology improvements that help a person in utilizing maximum 

from technology is facing the issue of information security. Information security is a sensitive area that 

needs to be looked at. Encryption is something which is being used in several areas of mobile and 

wearable devices but still, there are other ways that hackers find out to steal information even if some 

information is of no use for them (Schneegass et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2014).  

 

When discussing mobile phones and information security criteria in mobile phones or any other wearable 

devices, it must be guided to the user to keep information safe. The role of a user gets much more 

important when few of his/her acts save his/her device from being prone to information leakage. Also, a 

person must be guided about several measures that he could take to prevent unauthorized access. A lot of 

security issues take place only because a user has not implemented proper measures or followed proper 

guidelines. Also, there must be systems like RecDroid which may help a user to take some action 

regarding unauthorized access. Implementation of such measures in all the domains must be enforced. 
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